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How to Use this Syllabus

1. Purpose and Content: The purpose of this Syllabus is to provide a guide for both the student pilot and instructor up to and including solo
(Lessons #1-10), and from solo to and including the practical test for a private pilot certificate (Lessons #11-20). It is a guide of maneuvers and
knowledge that should be mastered before solo and before the practical test. It also serves as a supplementary resource for the student. Each
lesson is designed around three to five flights. Student progress and weather conditions may allow the lesson objectives to be met in only one
flight. Ten lessons and thirty flights may be sufficient for an exceptional student to solo. However, different learning rates, time between lessons
and varying weather conditions may necessitate more flights before solo. Generally, the more frequently a student can fly, the quicker he can
expect to solo. Merely completing the assigned number of flights does not necessarily mean a student is ready for his first solo flight.

2. Study References: For Lessons # 1-10, Glider Basics: From First Flight to Solo, the Glider Flying Handbook, the Pilot Operating Handbook
for our training sailplane, and a current copy of the Federal Aviation Regulations containing Parts 61 & 91 are needed for use with this Syllabus.
For Lessons #11-20, Practical Test Standards for Private Glider is the primary reference material, supplemented by Glider Basics: From Solo to
License. Each lesson has a required reading assignment with review questions that you should complete before each lesson.

3. For the Student: In order to derive maximum benefit from each lesson, the student should:

●  Read the assignment and answer the questions before your lesson.
●  Before flying, ask your instructor to review your answers and explain the maneuvers, techniques and procedures to be covered in your flight 
lesson.
●  Following each flight lesson, ask your instructor to evaluate your performance. Ask him to clarify any area that you may not understand. 

4. For the Instructor:

●  This Syllabus is a guide only. You may find that more or less time is needed to cover the lesson objectives and meet lesson standards. 
●  The primary objective of this Syllabus is to train the student to minimum safe solo standards, and then to obtain a private pilot certificate. 
●  Upon completion of the first part of this Syllabus, and the initial solo flight, the student is not considered trained to handle all weather 

conditions, and further instruction and training are expected. Post-solo students should be introduced to the ABC badges and encouraged to
pursue Bronze and Silver badges as well.

●  The student will normally be soloed in calm conditions or conditions that he has demonstrated he is able to handle safely. 
●  Soaring techniques are not covered in any particular lesson of this Syllabus.  If lift is available, your instructor may introduce soaring 

techniques along with the other lesson objectives. Note that instruction on procedures and techniques for thermaling is required for solo by
the FARs.

●  Each lesson is designed around three to five flights.  A lesson is complete when the standards for each lesson are met.  More than one lesson 
can be worked on at once depending on the student’s progress and ability.

●  Prior to each lesson you should review the assigned questions and discuss the flight portion of the lesson.  Remember, the cockpit is a very 
poor classroom!!! Instructors should make comments in the syllabus that will be helpful to the student and other instructors.

●  The decision to send a student solo is solely the instructor’s responsibility.  Completion of a set number of flights does not necessarily mean 
the student is prepared to solo. However, if the student meets all of the lesson standards, has completed all requirements of the FARs and
has demonstrated he can fly safely under existing conditions without prompting, he should be ready for his first solo flight.

●  A student progress checklist is included in the back.  This checklist is useful for the student and instructors in ensuring that the student has 
received instruction in all required maneuvers.
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Reference Materials:

GB – Glider Basics – From First Flight to Solo (7th Ed. 2005)
SOP -- GHSA’s Standard Operating Procedures
GFH – Glider Flying Handbook (2012 update to 2003 Ed.)
PHAK – Pilots Handbook of Aeronautical Knowledge
POH -- Pilot Operating Handbook (for Blanik L-23, the “Glider Operating Manual”)
FAR -- Federal Aviation Regulations / Aeronautical Information Manual
PTS – FAA Practical Test Standards for Private Glider

Lesson Tasks / Topics Related Reading
Material

Instructor Comments

Lesson
#1

Introduction to Glider and Basic Aerodynamics

Objectives: Introduction to proper pre-flight preparation, the basic instruments, the function
and use of controls in flight. Introduction to straight and level flight and turns.

● GFH Chapters 2 & 4 
● GB Ch. 4, 5, 6 & 7 

Preflight: □ Introduce Written Checklist for Preflight Inspection and Positive Control Check 
□ Orientation to the glider and the gliderport 
□ Introduce Instruments and other items in cockpit 
□ Introduce Control Functions 

- Pitch attitude and relation to horizon
- Ailerons bank wing; wing turns glider
- Aileron yaw and use of rudder

Flight
Instruction:

□ Demonstration Flight (Instructor flying and student following on controls) 
□ Introduce and demonstrate: Controls and their function, wing, angle of attack,
shallow turns, speed control by attitude vs. horizon, yaw string and aileron yaw.

Post Flight: Answer Questions
Fill out this Syllabus, including Checklist
Introduce use of Syllabus and Preflight Checklist
Introduce required reading before each lesson
Sign Logbook

Completion
Standards:

Student understands the purpose of a pre-flight check. Student is comfortable and
oriented in the cockpit, has been shown the location and function of the controls.
Student has been introduced to the basic flight instruments, including the yaw
string. Student understands the primary functions of the stick and rudder.

Questions: 1. Who has the responsibility to determine that the aircraft is airworthy?
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2. What is the purpose of the wing?

3. What are the purposes of the tail surfaces?

4. What control surface causes the nose to pitch up and down?

5. How does the pilot control pitch?

6. What control surface causes the nose to yaw side to side?

7. How does the pilot control yaw?

8. What control surface causes the glider to bank / roll?

9. How does the pilot control roll?

Lesson
#2

 Role of Checklists and Basic Concepts of Control Around All Three Axis ● GB Chas  7 thru 14  
● GFH Chas 2, 3 & 6-4 
● Houston Sectional 
chart

Objectives: Review ground preflight procedures. Introduce & demonstrate takeoff checklist.
Demonstration of tow. Review primary functions of controls. Practice control of
pitch, roll and yaw. Demonstration of side effects of turning flight. Demonstration
of landing checklist, pattern and landing.

Preflight: □ Review Checklist for Preflight Inspection
□ Demonstrate Positive Control Check
□ Introduce AROW – Documentation for the aircraft
□ Review Takeoff Checklist- ABCCCDE
□ Introduce signals used on ground
□ Review Attitude Control = Airspeed Control
□ Review Effect of Controls
□ Look Before You Turn
□ Introduce 5 Side Effects of Turning
□ Introduce cause and effects of slipping
□ Introduce cause and effect of skidding
□ Introduce Relative Wind and Angle of Attack
□ Introduce Landing checklist-RUSTALL

Flight
Instruction:

□ Practice Takeoff check list
□ Demonstrate principles & techniques of takeoff and tow
□ Practice Straight & Level Flying
□ Demonstrate roll, pitch and yaw
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□ Look Before You Turn
□ Practice Gentle, Coordinated Turns-Left & Right
□ Demonstrate slip (using aileron without rudder)
□ Demonstrate skid (using rudder without aileron)
□ Orientation to Airport and area from the air
□ Demonstrate Landing Checklist – RUSTALL
□ Demonstrate Pattern and Landing

Post Flight: Fill out Syllabus, including Checklist
Answer Questions
Introduce sectional chart; orientation to location of gliderport

Completion
Standards:

Student understands the importance of memorizing and using checklists. Student
understands the importance of clearing the area before turning the glider. Student
has experienced smooth, coordinated control of the glider in all 3 axes. Student
has practiced pitch control and its relationship to speed control. Student has
practiced roll control and yaw control. Student understands that coordinated turns
require inputs in all three axes. Student understands, and can identify, the
difference between a slip and a skid.

Questions: 1. What do the letters in the takeoff checklist stand for:

A –
B –
C --
C --
C –
D –
E –

2. What are the signals for “take-up slack” and for “begin takeoff?”

3. What is the effect of adjusting the trim?

4. What must a pilot do prior to starting every turn?

5. What causes a Slipping Turn?

6. What causes a Skidding Turn?

7. What causes adverse yaw?

8. How does the pilot correct for adverse yaw?

9. What is the definition of Angle of Attack?
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10. How does the pilot change the Angle of Attack?

11. What do the letters of the landing checklist stand for:

R –
U –
S –
T –
A –
L –
L -

Lesson
#3

 Signals and Aero Tow ● SOP 
● GB Chas 8, 19, 20 & 21
● GFH Chas 6 & 7 

Objectives: Review preflight procedures, ground handling and airport ground operations.
Review and practice straight flight and coordinated turns. Further demonstrations
of takeoff, tow, pattern and landing principles and techniques.

Preflight: □ Review preflight checklist and inspection 
□ Review signals (on ground) / Introduce signals (in air) 
□ Review ground handling and airport operating procedures 
□ Review principles of takeoff and tow 
□ Introduce premature termination of tow (“PTT”), including rope break options
and 200’ call-out
□ Review inputs for coordinated turns 
□ Review landing checklist, pattern and landing, and introduce TLAR 

Flight
Instruction:

□ Demonstrate takeoff and tow, with student following on controls 
□ Demonstrate 200’ call-out 
□ Review How to maintain position on Tow-emphasize relative motion, not position 
□ Look Before You Turn 
□ Practice coordinated turns-Left & Right   
□ Demonstrate shallow and medium turns to a heading 
□ Practice straight glides to a point 
□ Practice Attitude and speed control in turns 
□ Demonstrate landing checklist - RUSTALL 
□ Demonstrate Pattern and Landing with TLAR, with student following on controls 

Post Flight: Fill out Syllabus Checklist & Answer Questions
Discus / plan for obtaining Student License

Completion
Standards:

Student clears area before turning the glider. Student has practiced rolling out to
a predetermined heading. Student understands that bank and airspeed control
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are primarily judged via visual reference to the horizon, rather than instruments.

Questions: 1. What must the glider pilot do if the Tow plane rocks its wings?

2. What should the glider pilot do if the Tow plane waggles or fans its rudder
while in flight?

3. During a turn while on tow, where should the pilot point the nose of the glider?

4. How steep should the glider be banked when turning while on tow?

5. What should the glider pilot do prior to releasing from tow?

6. If the glider’s wings are parallel to the tow plane’s wings, will the glider tend to
stay behind the tow plane or out to one side or the other?

7. If the rope breaks or other PTT occurs at 10 feet AGL, what should the glider
pilot do to safely land?

8. If the rope breaks or other PTT occurs at 150 feet AGL, what should the glider
pilot do to safely land?

9. If the rope breaks or other PTT occurs at 250 feet AGL, what should the glider
pilot do to safely land?

10. What is the proper airspeed in the pattern for a Blanik L-23 if the winds are
light?

11. If there are strong winds, or gusty winds, why should you fly the pattern at a
higher airspeed than normal?

Lesson #4  Key Speeds – Stall, Minimum Sink, Best Glide and Pattern  ● GB Ch. 23 thru 27 
● POH 
● GFH Ch. 5 & 7  

Objectives: Practice flying portions of takeoff and tow. Continue practice coordination in turns
and turns to a heading. Introduction to MCA and stalls. Introduction to minimum
sink, best glide and other performance airspeeds. Practice use of checklists.
Practice flying portions of pattern and landing.

Preflight: □ Review principles and techniques of takeoff and tow
□ Review rope break options and 200’ call-out
□ Introduce Glider Performance Speeds

1. Best Glide Speed and Effects of Wind and Sink
2. Minimum Sink Speed
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□ Introduce Stalls & 6 signs of impending stall
□ Introduce flying at Minimum Controllable Airspeed (“MCA”)
□ Review Landing Checklist – RUSTALL
□ Review Landing Speed Calculations
□ Review Pattern
□ Review TLAR principles

Flight
Instruction:

□ Practice Takeoff and Tow (for short periods, with instructor assistance) 
□ Demonstrate clearing turns 
□ Demonstrate straight ahead stalls 
□ Demonstrate and practice flying at MCA 
□ Look Before You Turn 
□ Practice Turns – Left & Right to Headings -  90°, 180°, 360° and Coordination 
□ Practice Landing Checklist - RUSTALL 
□ Practice Pattern – TLAR 
□ Practice Landing (with instructor assistance) 

Post Flight: Fill out Syllabus Checklist & Answer Questions

Completion
Standards:

Student understands the 200’ callout and options for PTT at and below 200’ AGL.
Student has practiced flying the tow for short periods of time. Student continues to
practice smooth, coordinated turns. Student has experienced straight-ahead
stalls. Student has experienced slow flight at MCA, including the application of
controls so as not to exceed the critical angle of attack; in straight and level, as
well as shallow banked turns. Student has basic knowledge of minimum sink and
best glide airspeeds. Student has flown portions of pattern.

Questions: 1. What is the best glide speed of the Blanik L-23?

2. What is the minimum sink speed of the Blanik L-23?

3. How does a headwind affect a glider’s ground speed during cruising flight?

4. What must the pilot do fly a straight ground track when flying into a
crosswind?

5. What is the critical angle of attack?

6. What are the 6 signs of an impending stall?

7. What must be done prior to performing stall maneuvers?

8. What is the minimum altitude that intentional stalls may be performed?

9. What are the stall recovery steps?
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10. What speed should a glider be flown while landing with a 20 knot headwind?

Lesson
#5

 X-Winds, Thermals, Patterns, Angles and TLAR ● GB Ch. 28, 30 thru 32 & 35
● POH 
● GFH Ch. 10 

Objectives: Review preflight actions. Review takeoff and tow principles and techniques.
Introduce low tow position and boxing the wake. Review MCA and stalls,
including turning stalls. Review key performance airspeeds. Introduce corrections
for X-wind on takeoff and landing. Introduce steep turns. Introduce principles &
techniques of thermal soaring. Review pattern and landing.

Preflight: □ Introduce concepts & techniques for X–Wind takeoff  
□ Introduce Low Tow and Boxing the Wake 
□ Introduce prop wash & vortices 
□ Review straight ahead and introduce turning stalls (30° Bank) 
□ Review effect of increasing bank and load factor on stall speed 
□ Introduce Concepts in Thermaling – Centering Techniques 
□ Introduce Wind Shear & Wind Gradient Effects 
□ Introduce Factors determining pattern airspeed 
□ Review Pattern and TLAR 
□ Review use of Airbrakes for Rate of Descent Control 
□ Review use of Attitude / Pitch for Airspeed Control 
□ Introduce slips and crabs for X-Wind landing 
□ Review Landings – Aim point and touchdown point 

Flight
Instruction:

□ Demonstrate X – Wind Takeoff (as conditions permit)
□ Practice takeoff and tow (with instructor assistance)
□ Demonstrate Low Tow and Boxing the Wake
□ Look Before You Turn
□ Practice Turns – Left & Right, coordinated, smooth, to a point
□ Practice straight ahead stalls and turning stalls
□ Demonstrate and practice steep turns
□ Demonstrate and Practice Thermaling (as conditions permit)
□ Practice Pattern with TLAR
□ Practice Landing (with instructor assistance) or
□ Demonstrate slip and crab for X-Wind landing (as conditions permit)

Post Flight: Fill out Syllabus Checklist & Answer Questions

Completion
Standards:

Student understands techniques for normal takeoffs and landings, and has
experienced X-wind takeoffs and landings. Student understands critical
airspeeds. Student has practiced steep turns (with a bank angle of 45 degrees),
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with the goal of having the airspeed not deviate more than 10 kts through the turn.
Student is increasingly proficient at airspeed control, coordination in turns and stall
entry and recovery. Student is increasingly proficient at takeoff, tow, pattern and
landing.

Questions: 1. When taking off with a crosswind, what must the pilot do to maintain the
runway centerline while rolling on the ground?

2. When taking off with a crosswind, what must the pilot do to maintain the
runway centerline once the glider is airborne, but before the tow plane is in
the air?

3. Describe the stall recovery steps to recover from a turning stall with airbrakes
extended.

4. Describe the impact of load factor on stall speeds?

5. Describe what you would expect to observe as you transition from an area of
sink to an area of lift.

6. Describe the process to find the center of a thermal and remain in the area of
highest lift.

7. What controls are used to establish and adjust the glide slope of the glider?

8. What controls are used to maintain a constant airspeed during landing as the
pilot adjusts flaps and/or airbrakes?

9. What angle should you target to determine the correct distance from the
runway to the glider while on the downwind leg?

10. How do you know the appropriate time to turn base and how do wind speed
and wind direction impact this decision?

Lesson
#6

 W&B, Steep Turns, Spiral Dives and Spot Landings ● Airspace Limitations 
● SOP 
● GB Ch. 33, 35 & 36  
● Review FARs Part 61 & 91
● PTS for required maneuvers
● GFH Ch. 5 & 7  
● PHAK Ch. 8, 13 

Objectives: Review principles of Weight & Balance, including use of the chart in the Blanik
POH. Review PTT options and introduce other emergencies on tow. Introduce
spiral dive. Introduce spot landing. Review TLAR and making adjustments to
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account for lift or sink in the pattern.

Preflight: □ Review Glider Weight & Balance
□ Review Normal Tow
□ Review box wake
□ Introduce Emergencies on Tow
□ Review Tow Signals, Rope Break, Slack Line
□ Introduce Steep Turns – Load Factor Increases
□ Introduce Spiral Dives
□ Demonstrate Wind Effects when Thermaling or continuous circling
□ Review speeds in pattern
□ Introduce spot landings
□ Introduce Pattern - Effects of Lift (No Airbrake Approach) and
Effects of Sink (Full Airbrake Approach)

Flight
Instruction:

□ Practice Normal Tow and boxing the wake
□ Practice tow signals and slack line
□ Look Before You Turn
□ Practice Steep Turns; introduce Spiral Dives
□ Practice Thermaling (as applicable)
□ Practice Turns – Left & Right Coordination
□ Practice Spot Landing
□ Demonstrate Pattern - Effects of Lift (No Airbrake Approach) and
□ Effects of Sink (Full Airbrake Approach)

Post Flight: Fill out Syllabus Checklist & Answer Questions

Completion
Standards:

Student is able to perform a smooth and normal liftoff and tow, maintaining proper
position throughout the tow. Student is able to perform shallow coordinated turns
and maintain airspeed control within ±10 kts. Student is able to perform medium
and steep turns. Student is able to fly the pattern within ±10 kts. Student is able
to determine wind speed and direction. Student understands need to alter pattern
in response to lift/sink and winds.

Questions: 1. What must be done to the angle of attack during a steep turn to provide the
necessary lift and maintain the same airspeed?

2. What is the load factor when a glider is in a 60° bank?

3. What is the percentage increase in the stall speed while a glider is in a 45°
bank?

4. What must be done to prevent a stall while executing a 60° bank?

5. What must the pilot do if sight of the tow plane is lost while on tow?
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6. How does the glider signal the tow plane that he/she cannot release the
towrope?

7. What problems can develop as a result of the center of gravity being beyond
of the aft limit?

8. What problems can develop as a result of the center of gravity being forward
of the forward limit?

9. What are the disadvantages of using full airbrakes during the final landing
phase?

10. Describe how you would adjust your approach when landing with a strong
crosswind.

Lesson
#7

 Airspace, Spins & Spot Landings ● FARs Part 43 & 830 
● POH 
● GFH Ch. 7 
● Sectional 

Objectives: Review X-wind principles & techniques. Review boxing the wake and emphasize
increasing precision during tow. Review stalls, and introduce X-control stalls and
accelerated stalls. Introduce radio etiquette. Introduce spin entry & recovery.
Discus skidding turns, low & slow in pattern.

Preflight: □ Review X-Wind takeoff
□ Review Box Wake on Tow
□ Review Stalls-straight ahead and shallow turning
□ Introduce proper etiquette for use of radio.
□ Introduce Stalls – Accelerated
□ Introduce X – Control stalls
□ Discus Spin Entry & Recovery
□ Review Wind Condition Rules
□ Review X-Wind landing and spot landing
□ Review Forward Slips and Side Slips

Flight
Instruction:

□ Practice X-Wind takeoff (as applicable)
□ Practice Tow – Box Wake
□ Look Before You Turn
□ Demonstrate Accelerated Stalls
□ Demonstrate X – Control Stalls
□ Demonstrate Spin Entry & Recovery in realistic conditions
□ Practice Turns – Left & Right; Coordination
□ Practice Thermaling (as applicable)
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□ Practice X-Wind landing & slips & crabs (as applicable)
□ Practice forward slip for greater rate of descent
□ Practice Spot Landing

Post Flight: Fill out Syllabus Checklist & Answer Questions

Completion
Standards:

Student is able to transition from high tow to low tow position and to box the wake.
Student is able to recover from incipient spin and from spiral dive and recognizes
the difference between the two. Student is able to make X-wind takeoffs and
landing. Student is able to execute a crab or side slip to counteract a x-wind.
Student is able to execute a forward slip to lose altitude. Student is able to land
the glider, coming to a stop within 500’ of a line.

Questions: 1. While boxing the wake, how do you know that you have properly descended
to the low tow position? (i.e. – how low is low enough?)

2. How do you prevent slack rope when boxing the wake?

3. During what phase of the flight is an accelerated stall most likely to occur and
what is the recovery method?

4. What are the minimum visibility and cloud clearances required to fly in Class
G airspace?

5. What is the maximum demonstrated crosswind component for the Blanik L-
23?

6. What are the key points to follow when performing a spot landing and when
should you be focused on performing a spot landing?

7. Where should gliders be positioned when taking off from GHSA runway 18?

8. What documents is a Student Pilot required to carry to legally fly solo?

9. When is a cross-control stall most likely to occur?

10. When performing a forward slip to land, what must the pilot do during the
period from the flare through touchdown?

Lesson
#8

 Dealing with Emergencies and Unusual Situations ● Review All Material 
● GFH Ch. 8

Objectives: Review PTT / rope break options. Introduce downwind landings. Review
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emergency actions on tow. Review steep turns and MCA. Review key portions of
FARs of particular relevance to glider pilots. Discus options when out of position
for normal pattern.

Preflight: □ Review Rope Break
□ Introduce Downwind Landings
□ Review Slack Line Recovery
□ Review Steep Turns
□ Review Flying at MCA
□ Review FAR Part 61 & 91
□ Review Local SOP
□ Review Sectional & Airspace Rules
□ Discus FARs Part 43 & 830
□ Discus Effects of High Winds on Pattern
□ Discus Pattern Planning when to Low
□ Review slips and crabs
□ Discus Conflicts on Runway

Flight
Instruction:

□ Practice Slack Line Recovery
□ Look Before You Turn
□ Practice Steep Turns – Coordination
□ Practice Flying at MCA
□ Practice Thermaling
□ Practice Downwind Landings
□ Practice Forward Slips, and crabs and slips to Landings
□ Practice spot landings

Post Flight: Fill out Syllabus Checklist & Answer Questions

Completion
Standards:

Student should be able to recognize and effectively deal with emergencies during
the launch. Student is able to make coordinated turns at steep bank angles (45
degrees) with airspeed control within ±10 kts and rolling out within 20 degrees of a
heading. Student should recognize scenarios where flying normal pattern at home
field is not appropriate, and identify proper course of action.

Questions: 1. What options are available to a pilot if the rope breaks at 100 ft. AGL?

2. What is the first thing a pilot must do following a rope break regardless of the
altitude?

3. When does a pilot determine the direction to turn following a rope break at
300 ft. AGL?

4. What are the side effects and dangers of landing downwind?
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5. Why should you apply wheel brakes as soon as practical after touching down
during a downwind landing?

6. How do you recover from slack line while on tow?

7. When you encounter a thermal, how do you know which way to turn to stay in
the lift?

8. What are your options if there is a runway conflict while you are in the pattern
to land?

9. Is it necessary to execute clearing turns to check from traffic prior to
beginning steep turns?

10. What actions are required to safely perform steep turns?

Lesson #9  Precision in Flying / Landing and Off-Airport Landings ● Pre-solo Quiz 
● Sectional  
● POH 

Objectives: Practice a variety of maneuvers. Increase proficiency in handling the glider.
Develop more refined judgment about how to deal with unusual situations.
Confirm student possesses the knowledge required for solo flight by preparing for
the pre-solo written test.

Preflight: □ Review Boxing Wake
□ Review Tow Signals
□ Review Stalls, spins and spiral dives
□ Discus Off-Field Landings - No Altimeter
□ Review Field Selection
□ Review X-Wind and Spot Landings

Flight
Instruction:

□ Practice Tow – Box Wake, Slack Line
□ Practice Tow Signals – “Release Now” Signal
□ Practice PTT @ different points of tow
□ Look Before You Turn
□ Practice Stalls – Turning & Straight
□ Practice spin entry / recovery
□ Practice Pattern planning for unusual situations
□ Practice Of-Field Landings – No Altimeter
□ Practice X-Wind and Spot Landings

Post Flight: Fill out Syllabus Checklist & Answer Questions
Discus the pre-solo written test.

Completion Student consistently flies the tow portion of the flight smoothly and in position.
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Standards: Student understands, and reacts appropriately to, signals on the ground and in
flight. Student recognizes situations calling for a pattern that is different from the
normal pattern and makes appropriate adjustments. Student consistently makes
spot landings within 300’ and short of a line.

Questions: 1. Describe the visual tools or reference points that you will use to correctly box
the wake.

2. What is the difference between a spin and a spiral dive?

3. What is the spin recovery procedure in a Blanik L-23?

4. What is the spiral dive recovery procedure?

5. What scenarios can lead to unintentionally entering a spiral dive?

6. What scenarios can lead to unintentionally entering a spin?

7. Describe the method to fly an of airport landing when the altitude above sea
level of the landing field is not known or if the altimeter fails?

8. When should you perform a spot landing?

9. What must be done to properly fly a pattern when flying with a crosswind?

10. How do you signal the tow pilot that you are unable to release?

Lesson #10  Final Preparations for Initial Solo ● FARs 
● Sectional 
● other reference 
materials as needed

Objectives: Review all material required to be in entitled under FARs to solo. Complete all
documentation required for solo (oral and written tests; endorsements, etc.).
When sufficiently proficient and weather conditions are appropriate, student will
make initial solo flight.

Preflight: □ Administer Pre-solo Written Test
□ Review Questions & Answers on Test
□ Review FAR requirements for solo
□ Before solo – endorse student certificate and logbook

Flight
Instruction:

□ Practice Tow – Box Wake, Slack Line
□ Practice PTT @ different stages of tow
□ Look Before You Turn
□ Practice Turns – Left & Right Coordination
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□ Practice Stalls – Turning & Straight (including with ½ airbrakes)
□ Practice Steep Turns Left & Right
□ Practice Normal & X-Wind Landings

When student is ready to solo, endorse (1) logbook, (2) student certificate and (3)
certificate in Syllabus and then student makes first supervised Solo

Post Flight: Fill out Syllabus Checklist & Answer Questions
Discus Solo Responsibilities – always under instructor’s supervision
Following initial solo flight, complete and award ‘A’ Badge
Review Post-solo Training, outlines in Lessons #11 - 20

Completion
Standards:

Prior to solo, student should be able to consistently perform all maneuvers to
standards previously established. Student should be able to fly the glider from
takeoff to landing, making all decisions without prompting from the instructor.
Student should be familiar with appropriate FARs, signals and emergency
procedures and be able to react correctly to emergency situations.

Questions: 1. What are the 4 causes of slack line?

2. What are the most common errors in recovering from slack line?

3. What are the dangers of developing a severe slack line?

4. What should the pilot do if the slack line condition is beyond the pilot’s ability
to safely correct?

5. What are the most common errors when performing the box the wake
exercise?

6. What are the 7 most common errors when performing a crosswind landing?

7. During a crosswind landing, why is it critical for the pilot to use rudder to align
the glider with the centerline of the runway?

8. During a crosswind land, why is it important to bring the glider to a stop as
soon as possible?
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As a student pilot at GHSA, I am ready to solo and have:

 Taken a pre-solo written examination administered by a flight instructor per FAR part 61.87(b) and have reviewed it with
a flight instructor

 Obtained a student pilot’s license and it has been endorsed by a flight instructor for solo flight as per FAR 61.87(p)
 Had my logbook endorsed by a flight instructor for launch type as per FAR part 61.31(j)
 Had my logbook endorsed by a flight instructor for solo flight as per FAR part 61.87(p)
 Received pre-solo flight training per FAR part 61.87(c) and am familiar with procedures of, and proficient at, the

maneuvers and procedures described in FAR part 61.87(i)
 Reviewed and understand the GHSA Standard Operating Procedures (“SOP”)
 Completed reading of, and taking the self-tests, in “Glider Basics, From First Flight to Solo”
 Completed reading of the “Glider Flying Handbook”

I attest that I have received the above training and am ready to solo:

Student Signature: _______________________________________________

Print Name: _______________________________________________

Date Signed: _______________________________________________

Parent or Guardian: _______________________________________________ (if under 18)

Print Name: _______________________________________________

Witness: _______________________________________________ (not CFIG)
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Post Solo Training

Lesson
#11

  ● Practical Test 
Standards for Private
Glider (PTS) is the
primary reference
material for post-solo
training

● GFH Ch. 9, 10 & 11 

● Optional 
supplemental text -
Glider Basics: From
Solo to License

● Current Sectional 

● Current FAR/AIM  
Ground
Training:

Review PTS

I. Preflight Preparation
B. Task: Weather Information
D. Task: Performance and Limitations
E. Task: Aeromedical Factors

Flight
Training:

1 Dual Flight, 2 Solo Flights
Practice turns, coordination, flight at MCA, thermaling.

Questions: 1. Name some of the common weather information sources available to the
glider pilot.

2. Where / How would you get a weather briefing and what types of briefings
can you request from a briefer?

3. What is the difference between a SIGMET and an AIRMET?
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4. What type of weather charts are available to assist you in making a “go / no
go” decision?

5. Other than charts, what additional type of weather information is available to
you?

6. What is the difference between a current and an outlook report? How often
are these reports updated?

7. What would you call good VFR, marginal VFR and IFR conditions
(recognizing that glider pilots cannot fly in IFR conditions)?

8. Name key glider performance and limitations characteristics.

9. Does a glider pilot need a medical certificate?

10. What does hypoxia mean, what are the symptoms and how do you treat it?

11. At what altitude does the FAA require the pilot to use supplemental oxygen?

12. When does hyperventilation occur, what are the symptoms and how do you
treat it?

13. What are the effects of alcohol, drugs, medication, fatigue, stress and illness
on the pilot?

14. What are some of the characteristics of flying at MCA?

15. Once you are in a thermal, what do you do to remain in the thermal?

Lesson #12

Ground
Training:

Review PTS

I. Preflight Preparation
A. Task: Certificates and Documents
C. Task: Operations of Systems
I. Preflight Procedures
Task: Assembly

Flight
Training:

1 Dual Flight, 2 Solo Flights
Practice boxing wake, turns, coordination, steep turns, and thermaling.

Questions: 1. What glider-related certificates and documents need to be on board the glider
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on each flight? Which ones do not need to be on board?

2. What pilot-related certificates and documents need to be on board the glider
on each flight? Which ones do not need to be on board?

3. What are the currency requirements of both glider and pilot?

4. List/Introduce how the Pitot/Static systems work.

5. What instruments does the Pitot/Static system affect?

6. During the preflight inspection (on the ground) what are you looking for while
checking the instruments?

7. Describe the aerodynamic effect of flaps. When are flaps used?

8. Describe the aerodynamic effect of dive brakes / spoilers. When are dive
brakes / spoilers used?

9. What should you know about wheel brakes on gliders?

10. What are you paying attention to during a glider assembly?

Lesson
#13

Ground
Training:

Review PTS

I. Preflight Procedures
Task: Ground Handling
Task: Preflight Inspections
Task: Cockpit Management
Task: Visual Signals

Flight
Training:

1 Dual Flight, 2 Solo Flights
Practice boxing wake, turns, coordination, steep turns, and thermaling.

Questions: 1. During ground handling, what are you looking for and/or paying close
attention to?

2. What are the key elements of the internal preflight inspection? What are you
looking for?

3. What are the key elements of the external preflight inspection? What are you
looking for?
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4. Why is cockpit management important?

5. List some of the elements of good cockpit management.

6. List all signals used on the ground.

7. List all signals used in the air.

8. Why are glider pilots taught how to box the wake? List some of the key
elements of boxing the wake.

9. What “negative” aeronautical factors occur to the glider in a steep turn? What
pilot input is required to counter these “negative” aeronautical elements?

10. Where do thermals occur and how do you recognize thermals?

11. Once you are in a thermal what do you do to remain in the thermal?

Lesson
#14

Ground
Training:

Review PTS

II. Airport and Gliderport Operations
Task: Radio Communications
Task: Traffic Patterns
Task Airport, Runway, and Taxiway Signs, Markings and Lighting

Flight
Training:

1 Dual Flight, 2 Solo Flights
Practice spirals, flight at minimum control speeds, turns, coordination, and thermaling.

Questions: 1. What are the three elements of a radio call? Give a few examples.

2. What should you do prior to making a radio call?

3. When do you make radio calls?

4. What are the frequencies for: Flight Watch, Air to Air for airplanes, Flight
Service Station (FS) & Emergency?

5. List the elements of a traffic pattern.

6. What does a good traffic pattern entry look like?

7. How should a good traffic pattern be flown?
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8. What does a Hold Short marking look like (Exit boundary of runway)?

9. What color are runway and taxiway signs?

10. You are in flight and would like to land at a tower controlled airport. Your radio
does not work so you look for a light gun signal. You see a steady green light
- what does that mean? You see a flashing red light - what does that mean?

11. What are some of the characteristics of flying at MCA?

12. How does a spiral dive occur and what is the danger? How do you get out of
a spiral dive?

Lesson
#15

Ground
Training:

Review PTS

IV. Launches and Landings
Aero Tow: Tasks A thru G
Landings: Tasks Q thru S

Flight
Training:

2 Dual Flights, 1 Solo Flight
Practice boxing wake, slack line, steep turns, stalls, flight at minimum control speeds
spirals, turns, coordination, and thermaling.
Review ground and flight procedures to solo single place sailplane.
Obtain ‘B’ badge.

Questions: 1. Your are sitting in the cockpit. What are you checking prior to takeoff?

2. How does a normal takeoff differ from a crosswind takeoff? How do you fly
each situation?

3. Describe high tow and low tow position. Why and when do we fly one or the
other tow position?

4. Why can slack line be dangerous? What would you do to eliminate slack line?

5. Why are glider pilots taught how to box the wake? List some of the key
elements of boxing the wake.

6. What are you paying attention to prior and after tow release?

7. Name some of the abnormal situations that can occur while you are on tow.
How do you handle each situation?

8. How does a normal and crosswind landing differ? How do you fly each
situation?
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9. Describe forward and side slips. Why/When do you apply each slip type?

10. Why can a downwind landing be dangerous? What do you need to pay
attention to in a downwind landing?

11. What “negative” aerodynamic factors affect to the glider in a steep turn? What
pilot input is required to counter these “negative) aeronautical elements?

12. List typical stall characteristics. Why does a stall occur? How do you recover
from a stall?

Lesson
#16

Ground
Training:

Review PTS

V. Performance Airspeeds
Task: Minimum Sink Airspeed
Task: Speed to Fly
VI. Soaring Techniques
Task: Thermal Soaring
Task: Ridge and Slope Soaring
Task: Wave Soaring

Flight
Training:

2 Solo Flights
Practice thermaling, turns, and coordination, spot landings

Questions: 1. What is the minimum sink speed of the Blanik L-23? How would you describe
this speed?

2. What is the best glide speed of the Blanik L-23? How would you describe this
speed?

3. How would you describe the concept of speed to fly? What would the speed
to fly be -- in a thermal? On final glide (no wind)? On final glide (with
headwind)?

4. Where do thermals occur and how do you recognize thermals?

5. Once you are in a thermal what do you do to remain in the thermal?

6. Why does ridge lift occur?

7. Who has right of way during ridge soaring (for overtaking and approaching
glider scenarios)?
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8. What can be dangerous about ridge soaring?

9. What can be dangerous about thermaling?

10. Why do waves occur?

11. What can be dangerous about wave soaring?

Lesson
#17

Ground
Training:

Review PTS
GFH Ch. 11

VI. Performance Maneuvers
Task: Straight Glides
Task: Turns to Headings
Task: Steep Turns
VII. Navigation
Task: Flight Preparations and Planning
Task: National Airspace System

Flight
Training:

2 Solo Flights
Practice thermaling, steep turns, and coordination.

Obtain ‘C’ badge.

Questions: 1. Explain the relation between pitch attitude and speed?

2. What would help you to fly a straight glide, or fly along a straight line?

3. What do you need to watch out for when turning into a specific heading?

4. What aerodynamic factors occur in a steep turn? What pilot input is required
to counter these aeronautical elements?

5. You are planning for a cross country flight. Explain what steps you should
take to plan your flight?

6. You take off from Wallis. Through what airspaces do you fly if you climb up to
18,000’? What are the VFR visibility requirements at the different stages of
the climb?

7. What airspace are you in if you are approaching to land at Sugar Land
airport? At Hobby airport?
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8. What do you need to do prior to landing at Sugar Land? What equipment do
you need to land at Sugar Land?

9. What equipment will you be carrying in the glider on a cross country flight?

10. What are you looking for when planning a cross country route of flight?

Lesson
#18

Ground
Training:

Review PTS

IX. Slow Flight and Stalls
Task: Maneuvering at minimum control airspeed
Task: Stall recognition and recovery
X. Emergency Operation
A. Task: Simulated Of-Airport Landings
B. Task: Emergency Equipment and Survival Gear
XI. Post flight Procedures
Task: After-Landing and Securing

Preparation and endorsement for Knowledge test

Flight
Training:

2 Solo Flights
Practice thermaling, steep turns, and coordination

Questions: 1. What are the flight characteristics in slow flight?

2. What are the flight characteristics of a stall?

3. Why does a glider stall?

4. What happens to the airflow over the wing in a stall?

5. How do you recover from a stall?

6. You are on a cross country and no longer find lift. At what altitude do you look
out for a general landing area. At what altitude do you decide on a particular
landing spot?

7. In selecting a field for an off-field landing what are you looking for?

8. What would you prefer during an outfield landing: Upslope or down slope?
Plowed field or field with mature crops (e.g. tall corn)?

9. What type of emergency equipment do you take along on a glider flight?
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10. What are some of the post flight elements? What are you paying attention to?

Lesson
#19

Flight
Training:

6 Solo Flights
Practice all maneuvers for practical test per the PTS

Questions: 1. Are you able to explain the key aeronautical characteristics of each check ride
flight maneuver?

2. Can you explain what you as pilot are looking for and need to watch out for
while flying each maneuver?

3. Can you explain why we train certain maneuvers (e.g. stalls, spins, slow flight,
steep turns, box the wake, slack rope, rope break, etc.)?

4. Do you know to what standards each maneuver needs to be flown?

5. What is key prior to flying each maneuver?

6. At what minimum altitude should you no longer practice a stall, slow flight
maneuver? Why?

7. What is the procedure for handing over the controls? Do you need to rehearse
this with your examiner?

8. During your check ride, who is the PIC? Do you need to discuss this with your
examiner prior to the check ride?

9. Who is the PIC when there are two rated pilots in the same glider?

Lessons
#20

Ground
Training:
3-5 hours

Evaluate all Tasks for oral exam per the PTS
Review knowledge test results
Endorsement for practical test

Flight
Training:

6 Dual Flights
Practice / Evaluate all maneuvers for practical test per the PTS
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Questions: 1. What endorsements and flight experience do you need for the private glider
practical test?

2. What is the minimum age to take the private glider practical test?

3. Can you point out in the FAR/AIM where I can find the information to
questions one and two?

4. What does PTS stand for? What are the PTS used for?

5. What does FAR/AIM stand for?

6. In general, what can you find in PART 61 of the FAR/AIM?

7. In general, what can you find in PART 91 of the FAR/AIM?

Future
Goals

□ SSA Bronze Badge
□ FAI Silver Badge
□ Other cross country flying
□ Ridge soaring
□ Wave soaring 
□ Contest flying 
□ Ground tow endorsement 
□ Self launch endorsement 
□ Commercial Glider Pilot Certificate
□ Flight Instructor Certificate
□ FAI Gold Badge
□ FAI Diamonds 
□ FAI 1000 Km Certificate
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As a student pilot at GHSA, I am ready to take the practical test for a private glider pilot certificate and have:

 Reached the age of 16 years (FAR 61.103(b))
 Had my logbook and student certificate endorsed for solo flight (FAR 61.87(p)) and my logbook endorsed for aerotow

launch procedures (FAR 61.31(j))
 Received an endorsement (FAR 61.103(d)) to take the knowledge test
 Taken and passed the required knowledge test (FAR 61.103(d)) within the applicable 24 month period, and reviewed the

areas of deficiency with my instructor
 Received flight training in the required areas (FAR 61.107(b)(6)) and a logbook endorsement (FAR 61.103(f)) within the

last two calendar months certifying that I am prepared for the practical test
 Completed the aeronautical experience required for this certificate (FAR 61.109(g))
 Completed an 8710 application, signed it and had my instructor sign it (preferably through the IACRA system)
 Reviewed and understand the GHSA Standard Operating Procedures (“SOP”)

I attest that I have received the above training and am ready to take my practical test:

Student Signature: _______________________________________________

Print Name: _______________________________________________

Date Signed: _______________________________________________


